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Message from Donna Hartlen, Executive Director

Larry Brenneman (deceased)

Another year has almost passed, but we are excited that the programs of 2019 will continue

Susan Keast
Serge Payer

into 2020, and we look forward to more growth and opportunity to better support our

Kenneth Shonk, MD

patients and families. Our successes translate into better support of our patients. In 2019

Tom Feasby, MD

we truly began to bloom. Our growth is evident with all that was accomplished by the heavy

Executive Director

lifting of staff, board members, our Medical Advisory Board, and volunteers. Of course, none

Donna Hartlen

of it would be possible without the loyal help of our supporters. Thank you for believing in

Officers

our vision for a better future for our GBS-CIDP-MMN community.

Marilyn Rose

President
Darryl Bedford

Let me review the year!

Vice President
Howard Huss

The year started with the first Walk and Roll in Whitby, ON and we continued with walks in Halifax, Montreal,

Treasurer

Calgary, and Edmonton. All together the walks raised $32,700. Our Teams rock! These walks are such a

Holly Gerlach

positive event for patients and their families and a chance to socialize. Keep watching for a Walk and Roll close

Secretary

to you in 2020. Start creating your teams from now in: Vancouver, Calgary, Vulcan, Saskatoon, London,
Board of Directors

Toronto, Ottawa, and Montreal!

Philippe Allard
Darryl Bedford
Holly Gerlach

The foundation decided to bring awareness to the medical community straight to the source. Each specialty has

Howard Huss

their association. We became exhibitors at medical conferences and had amazing conversations with so many

Dean Lower

health care providers. Such as, neurology nurses, emergency physicians, Canadian neurologists, rural

Tamer Mikhail
Marilyn Rose

physicians, and family physicians. We will continue this program as an awareness campaign in 2020, except

Demetrios Strongolos

we’ll be adding social workers to our list to present our stories and our concerns with the lack of services

Ron Van Holst

patients are receiving as in-patients and upon discharge from hospitals.

Medical Advisory Board
Steven Baker, MD

We completed the Canadian CIDP Patient Journey research. This was an exciting and insightful project. You can

Brenda Banwell, MD

read about it inside the issue. We thank CSL Behring for sponsoring this project.

Timothy Benstead, MD
Pierre Bourque, MD
Vera Bril, MD

We had so much fun at the Toronto National Conference. Thank you to all the volunteers for your help in

Colin Chalk, MD

making the weekend a success. Of course many thanks to our Medical Advisory Board and community medical

Kristine Chapman, MD
Angela Genge, MD

professionals that provided educational content for the Saturday presentations. The GBS|CIDP Patient

Gillian Gibson, MD

experience simulator was an eye opener for all the participated. Also a feature of the weekend was the largest

Angelika Hahn, MD

liaison group we’ve ever had for training. Today, with the hard work of Kim Brooks to grow our volunteer base,

Hans Katzberg, MD
Kurt Kimpinski, MD
Rami Massie, MD

we have 60+ liaisons that will translate into more support and awareness across the country. Don’t let this
dissuade you from helping the foundation. We always can use more help!

Elizabeth Pringle, MD
Zaeem Siddiqi, MD
Jiri Vasjar, MD
Chris White, MD

Our successes go beyond what I have mentioned, but not unnoticed. ‘Thank you’ to each and every warrior that
helped the Foundation grow a new petal. I am deeply inspired and truly motivated by your spirit.

Douglas Zochodne, MD

May each of you have hope, health, and happiness for 2020 and beyond!
Warmly
Donna
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Last Chance to Participate – Survey closes early 2020

Researchers from the Prosserman Family Neuromuscular Clinic at the University Health Network (Toronto,
Ontario) are conducting a short survey to understand how symptoms of CIDP affect patients’ daily lives and
well-being. They are also studying which CIDP-related problems are more bothersome to patients.
If you wish to participate in the study or are interested in additional information, please click the link below.
http://barnettoutcomesresearch.hostedincanadasurveys.ca/index.php/331173?lang=en

Get your teams ready!
Walk and Rolls 2020
Details to be announced www.gbscidp.ca
Keep Checking the ‘Events’ menu for location/date/times

Vulcan-Calgary-Saskatoon
London
Montreal
Ottawa
Toronto
Vancouver

Thank you to the following sponsors for their 2019 support
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Interested in Volunteering?
I wanted to take a moment to say how excited and honoured I am to take
on the official role of Volunteer Coordinator for the Foundation. For those
that do not know me, let me introduce myself. My name is Kim Brooks I
was diagnosed with CIDP in July of 2013. I became a liaison in 2014 as
soon as my health permitted. Within that year I joined the board of
directors and held that position until August of this year when I stepped
down and made the transition to Volunteer Coordinator. Through all my
roles with the foundation my goal has always been to support patients and
their families.
The GBS/CIDP
Foundation is an organization founded by volunteers
and continually fueled by the initiative and dedication of volunteers
across Canada. Our volunteers are an exciting diverse group of patients
and caregivers who share a willingness to contribute their time and
talents to support patients and their families, create awareness,
educate, and fundraise in support of our 4 pillars, support, education,
research and advocacy. When, and how much they contribute, differs
from person to person. There are opportunities to volunteer across
Canada, with a critical need in Quebec City, New Brunswick,
Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, PEI, Winnipeg, Vancouver and the
Territories. If you’re interested in volunteering or would like more
information please email me at kbrooks@gbscidp.ca
- Kim Brooks

Volunteer Training Day Toronto

Walter Keast Award 2019
Jason Kent, Saskatoon, SK Liaison
The foundation would like to congratulate this year’s Walter Keast
Award recipient, for exemplary dedication to the GBS-CIDP and
variant community, to Jason Kent.
Jason has been supporting patients in Saskatchewan, on
Facebook, and whenever called upon, for several years. He was
the organizer of the Saskatoon Educational afternoon, created a
team to walk in Saskatoon in support of the Whitby Walk n Roll, is
a mentor to new liaisons, and also helps the foundation with our
IT needs. Thank you, Jason, for all you do for patients and families
that have been affected by our disorders. Congratulations!
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National Conference
40 years is a long time…
Forty years is a long time to feel alone. To feel like what you have been afflicted with is YOUR disease and yours only. Forty years of not
receiving information, not knowing what comes next, not having a support system beyond your nurse and not really understanding what
your disease is. Forty years is a lifetime for some.
Forty years is also a long time for a child to feel alone. To feel like what Mom has been afflicted with is so rare and so unique that no one
else knows what you are going through. Forty years of mixed messages, assumptions, planning for the worse and feeling like you are
not really “getting it” is a long time.
In October 2019, Mom and I went from being isolated to included. From alone to community. We found others like us. We found a
family.
Year 41: knowledge acquisition, peer discussions, support groups, encouragement, these will now be our activities and we are thrilled to
be part of it!
Thank you to all who made it so special and who provided unforeseen knowledge sharing and long awaited empathy.
Marie Belanger, Quebec
New Liaison
Mix and Mingle
Group Shot

Mix and Mingle Oct 25, 2019

GBS|CIDP Patient Journey Simulator - Chantel Debolt

GBS|CIDP Patient Journey Simulator - Pocock Family

Thank you to CSL Behring for the sponsorship of the GBS|CIDP Patient Journey Exhibit
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Mix and Mingle
The foundation would like to thank all those that attended the Mix and Mingle and fundraiser event that opened the
National Conference. It was an evening of sharing, laughter, and positive support. We also would like to thank everyone
for their efforts in bringing items to be auctioned and to those that supported the event and went home with something
they loved. All in all, the event raised $4807 to support our patient community. Thank you!

“Thanks for all your hard work that you do for the patients. It is much appreciated for those of us new to these issues” -- Steve

“Great Conference. Can we do it across Canada? A Different city each year? So much work. 1 st Conference and loved it!”

“Aggressive schedule. Too much information in one day. Is there any way we can have a 2-day conference in the future?”

The Canadian CIDP Patient Journey has now concluded. We’d like to thank patients, caregivers, nurses, and physicians for
their participation. Early next year, we will be posting a slideshow on our website that breaks down the research at each
step of the journey. From the criteria, the way in which the information was collected, and of course more details on the
findings. For this newsletter, the infographic has been deconstructed so that you can more easily review. This is actually
one poster and it can be found on the website at www.gbscidp.ca/research.
The foundation intends to take what was learned from the patient journey to shape our programs to help alleviate some
of the pain points along the journey of a patient, with the goal to one day eliminate the challenges that were identified.
GBS patients will also benefit from this research, as their journeys can have similar challenges.
To name a few activities already planned for next year:


Continue our awareness campaign with health care providers during key medical conferences in Canada.



Increasing our volunteer base so that we can provide more local support group meetings



Improving our website and including physician, patient, and caregiver video interviews across disorders



Improving information distribution to clinics across the country



Montreal Educational Conference – Fall 2020
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Finding Ways to Cope
Submitted by: Jocelyn Gallagher, ON Liaison
It was a humid summer morning on August 22, 2017, and

though which I watch people arrive and depart the

I was winding up a three-day camping trip with my older

hospital. I wish I could leave. I feel emotions of anxiety

sister. I had awoken before we left with a nasty respiratory

and fear bubbling below the surface. What’s wrong with

infection, feeling so rough I thought I’d have to cancel the

me?

weekend. By Saturday, I’d felt much better. It had been a
lovely weekend, filled with long walks, accompanied by
our dogs, BBQ’s and talking late into the night around the
blazing campfire, while the distant sounds of guitar
playing wound its way
to us through the tall
pines.
“It’s strange but my
fingertips are all tingly”
I told my sister as we
packed up the campsite,
“ I must have slept on
my arm.”
The next morning, I
awoke excited as we
were starting a family
vacation. “Something’s
not right,” I told my husband, “my left arm is completely
numb.” As I rose from bed and walked my right knee
wasn’t supporting my weight. So, off to emergency we
went.
All the other standard tests such as blood, ECG, and so on
were normal.“Please go Thom!” I pleaded with my husband
to leave with our packed car and boys on vacation to
Nashville. “Everything is okay and it’s probably just a nasty
virus. I don’t want to go and make everyone sick!” Finally,
after several attempts to convince him, he agreed, hugged
me tight and left.
Change was rapid. Within a couple of hours, I was unable
to walk without help and could no longer reach my own
nose with my fingers, failing the hand eye coordination
tests. I was checked into ICU overnight for observation
and a consult with a neurologist arranged for the
following morning. A small ICU, only three beds and a
dedicated nursing station, but fortunately, I have a bed by
a large window which displays a beautiful blue summer
sky and

The ICU nurse distracts me from my thoughts. ”When you
need to use the washroom, I’ll help you over there using
the wheelchair commode, understood? You are confined
to bed, because we don’t want any falls or injuries. We
put an alert on your bed that rings if you try to get out of
bed. But I can trust you right?” I nod. “Well alright then,
why don’t you try to nap this afternoon. The nights in ICU
can be noisy and long, so you may not get the best sleep
here.”
I’m exhausted, but sleep doesn’t come. As daylight falls
away, the nurse moves to close the window curtains but I
beg her to leave them open. Somehow, it feels less
oppressive when I gaze at the sky and tall maples moving
in the wind. Minutes drift into hours. The nurse checks
my vitals every 30 minutes. The respiratory technician
returns every four hours to conduct a breathing test.
Time seems to have slowed down but everything and
everyone around me moves fast. The ward is dark but
very noisy. Other high-risk patients come and go
throughout the night. An elderly voice continually yells to
be taken home. A bed alarm goes off every few minutes.
The man beside me breathes raspy gasps with such
extreme effort that it scares me. I feel so apart from my
normal reality and routine.
Find ways to cope practice self-care. It’s a long night. My
thoughts start to race. To change my thinking, I manage
after several tries, to hit the play button on my phone to
listen to a voice guiding me through a “calming anxiety”
meditation on my Calm app. The voice carries me through
the noisy night and a fitful sleep. I turn up the volume to
reduce the indirect stress caused by the medical
emergencies within earshot. My physical aptitude declines
through the night. It becomes very clear around 3 a.m.
that I can no longer sit up on my own or turn over in bed.
The nurse has raised the head part of the bed at a 45degree angle, but I keep slipping down the slope each
time I fidget and then need the nurse’s help to lift me up.
Just
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like a small infant, a pillow is tucked on either side of my

recently, so that may have been the cause. The body’s

waist up to my armpit to prop me so then I won’t fall

immune system goes into overdrive and attacks the

sideways. An hour later, I don’t have the motor control to

myelin sheath surrounding the peripheral nerves. Our

push the call button. I have my voice left to ask for help.

nerves receive signals sent from the brain and send the

This is scary. I listen to more meditation and soothing

messages along the nerve so that we can eat, drive, walk,

music. Think positively, you are in the right place and

dance. With the myelin sheath compromised, the message

these people are experts. They are here to help.

cannot effectively be sent. In your case, the disease
appears to be progressing quite rapidly. It can affect

The next morning, I go to another hospital to be seen by

other functioning including the respiratory function”

a neurologist. What does this mean? I am transferred

pausing he asks, “Do you understand?” So that’s why the

from the bed to the gurney, strapped securely in with

continual breathing tests I think to myself as I slowly and

three large straps crisscrossing my immobile body and

silently nod.

hoisted into the back of a medical transport vehicle. It
feels so strange to be completely incapable. A kind nurse

Focus, you will recover. “Now we treat this disease with

accompanies me on the trip. Two female attendants also

immunoglobulin therapy or IVIG. Intravenously, we give

ride with us. The ride is rough, but our pleasant

you healthy antibodies from blood that has been

conversation distracts me. Everyone is so kind and

processed and treated so that only the strongest elements

considerate. I am wheeled down the long corridors into an

remain. The treatment lasts for about 6 hours per day

office and transferred to an examination bed. In walk two

over a five-day period. This will give your immune system

men.

a boost and we hope to reduce the progress of the
disease. There is no cure but, in many cases, patients

“Please relax, as this will take about 45 minutes.” The

recover with little or no disability. I will prescribe the

neurologist explains as he repeats the sharp needle test

mixture and you will receive this at Georgetown Hospital

done the previous day. He increases the number of

as they are fully equipped to administer the treatment. If

places on my feet and legs and arms asking if I feel the

you require intubation because your body needs

touch. I continue to shake my head with each question.

assistance to breathe, you will be transferred here.” Panic

He frowns, walks over to the other man sitting beside at a

was stirring low in my core. For as long as I could

large piece of technology and speaks to him in a low tone.

remember I had possessed a fear of not breathing as after

Turning to me, smiling he begins to speak. “Ms.

a serious bout of….I developed asthma. I will keep

Gallagher, I’m not going to repeat any more of the

breathing I said in my head with conviction. The doctor

physical tests already completed in emergency. Instead,

continued, “maybe we will get lucky with this early

we will do a nerve conduction study. Electrodes are taped

diagnosis and the IVIG will stop the disease from

to your skin above your nerves on your arms and legs. A

progressing. I will see you again in three days for a

small shock is passed through the nerve to measure the

reassessment, but something tells me that I will be seeing

speed of the nerve signals. It doesn’t hurt, but you may

you tomorrow as this disease seems to be moving very

feel a mild shock. It is harmless. Afterwards I will review

quickly. You will also receive a spinal tap today as this

the results and discuss then with you.”

helps us in our diagnosis. But we will start the IVIG as we
don’t want to waste time. Do you have any questions?”

A while later the tests are completed. The Dr returns and
reviews the results on the screen. The two men speak in

I pull in a deep breath and ask, “Are there any risks with

hushed tones, and then he walks across the room, turns

the treatment?”

slowly and looks at me squarely. “Mrs. Gallagher, I believe
that you have what’s called Guillain Barre Syndrome or

“Well, yes, some patients develop an allergic reaction and

GBS. It’s very rare, approximately one in one hundred

we have to stop the treatment. In this case, we monitor

thousand people experience this. We know very little

the disease and its affect and provide support as best we

about it and it affects people very differently. It is an

can.”

autoimmune disease, its onset usually triggered by a viral
infection. I understand that you had an upper respiratory

How long? “How long does this GBS last?”

infection
“After the first symptoms, the condition tends to progress
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for approximately two weeks. It can take up to four

coast, who were texting me regularly. When L left, the

weeks to plateau, at which stage we see no new

night nurse gently explained that I may lose my ability to

degeneration in your abilities. We have diagnosed it very

speak, and suggested I communicate any important

early in your case. This is good however in each person

messages to my family. I spent the next bit of time writing

the disease progresses on its own course.”

a note to my husband Thom pointing out the steps to
take with my employer, where to find items for upcoming

“Where will I go, when I stabilize?”

university bound children, what to do with our finances in
case I didn’t survive and messages of love for each child. I

“Once we observe no new degeneration for a period of 7

felt empowered because I was being proactive in the area

days, we assess that you have entered the recovery phase

of my life most important to me, being a wife and mother.

and you will receive rehabilitation here at this hospital.”

The phone rang instantly.

With that the doctor left the room.
“What aren’t you telling me?” Thom asked anxiously.
Think positively. The other man continues to finish the
testing. I stared up at the ceiling. “Would you like a

“I’m sorry I scared you, I said and then explained the risks

tissue?” The technician asks as he pulls a tissue from a

of how GBS could progress.

box and wipes tears away from my cheeks. I wasn’t aware
that I had begun to cry quite noiselessly. He leaned in

“I wish we hadn’t been convinced to leave you. We’ll be

and touched my arm and began to speak softly to me.

there early tomorrow.”

“Mrs. Gallagher, may I call you Jocelyn?’ I nodded and he

I could hear the fear in his voice. I tried to lighten our

continued, ”the Dr introduced me as Mr Abe because I am

conversation to reassure him that I was going to fight like

not licensed to practice in Canada. But for thirty-two

hell to be okay. I felt regret at convincing them to go on

years in my country I was a neurologist, and I have seen

vacation.

many cases of Guillain Barre. Yes, it is serious, but I can
tell you that I have seen many miracles. To have faith in

I didn’t sleep much that night after the diagnosis. I had a

the most important thing. It is in God’s hands now. And it

job to do which was to will my body to keep breathing on

is also up to you. You can positively affect your outcome.

its own. I listened to parts of a motivational audio book. I

Stress will not help you. You need to be positive. Have

used guided meditation focusing on relaxation, breathing

faith. I know that I will see you walk out of this office one

and self-compassion. I knew from previous experiences

day.”

with adversity, that mindfulness and meditation would
help me.

“Thank you, doctor, what you said really resonates with
me. Two years ago, I experienced a difficult time and the

Ask for help. From, asking for a shower by my husband,

power of being positive, staying calm and not

letting my 12- year old niece feed me dinner, crying on

overthinking by using meditation really helped me get

my son’s shoulder, letting the nurse wipe my bum after

better.”

using the toilet to pulling me up in the bed when I had

“You see”, he smiled, “you have the coping skills to apply

slipped between the rail. Don’t be afraid to tell your family

in this circumstance, so use them.”

and friends what you need or what you can’t do for

With that, the door opened, the nurse came to collect me

yourself but need to or want to. They love you and want

for our return trip I began the fight for my life. I felt my

to help. They want to know how to help and need

fear ease as the kind man reassured me.

information from you about GBS and where you are at in
the journey of disease or recovery. I asked a friend to take

Do what you can to remain purposeful and engaged.

me to see the sunset. I asked for a supported wheelchair

When I returned from the neurologist assessment, my

so I could rest my upper body and sleep as I was

girlfriend visited, and noticing my challenges with using

constantly at the bottom of the bed sliding down. Why sit

my phone, L said, “I’m going to show you how to use the

up? Because I felt more in control. I could see the world

dictation microphone so you can get emails and texts

and be in it, instead of staring at the ceiling.

without having to use the keyboard.” I felt overjoyed that I
could now manage to communicate with my worried kids
on the west
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Talk to someone. Whether it’s a spouse, a sibling, a

balance made it too difficult. I love winter sports, so I am

therapist or a friend. You have experienced a traumatic

going to try again this year! I am not able to move very

event. It was quite shocking. The loss of independence

fast and I have little reflexes so I must be gradual in my

was a real shift to my identity.

effort and careful. I am enjoying swimming again as the
buoyancy of water is forgiving and it’s wonderful to fit in

The importance of family and friends. My spouse Thom

with the other swimmers without detection. There are

was a rock through this whole experience. A partner can

great water therapy classes at many rehabilitation

help a person in distress see an alternative positive

facilities. Recovery takes time. Be patient and enjoy

perspective, can listen, support, encourage and provide

something about each day. I have found it very supportive

reassurance during extreme circumstances. The focus on

to my well-being to practice daily expressions of

family here is important as relationship and

gratitude in the morning and in the evening before I go to

connectedness with family love and support is a vital

sleep. I use an easy free app called the 5-Minute Journal.

source of resilience.1. Thom lightened my moods,

It prompts me to consider what I appreciate, set daily

brought his delicious home-made meals to the hospital,

goals and self-affirming thoughts and reflect on what

visited daily, reaffirmed his love, provided reassurance,

went well. I continue with yoga, walking, and eat certain

rubbed my back, communicated with my employer and

nutritional ingredients that help my GBS affected digestive

health insurance provider and managed our lives our

system continue to operate. My secret is Omega 3 oils and

responsibilities outside of GBS. My family and friends

stewed prunes in my daily smoothie!

constantly reinforcee that I mattered and was loved, no
matter the outcome. My research found that sources of

New pleasures emerge. I get stronger as I work at it! I

spirituality included religious faith, the natural world,

have been enjoying longer and longer hikes, dog walks

inner strength and meaningful connectedness with others

and bicycle rides. I challenged my fears and tried scuba

and that these elements of resilience play a vital role for

diving this year! I accept, like the autumn leaves, my past

both individuals and their family members in difficult

skill level may, like my experience with GBS have left me,

times.2.

but each provided new energy and experience to who I am
today, a resilient positive individual who has learned to

Learning to let go. That was two years ago. It is now

slow down (emotions and stress make me imbalanced and

autumn. The colours of the leaves turned brilliant red,

uncoordinated!), take a deep breath, be patient and enjoy

yellow and orange. The leaves have now floated down and

the present fully. I have learned to focus on the pleasures

rest decomposing at the base of the trees. I am now past

in the moment with my spouse and my family. I can stand

the point of where the Dr said recovery happens. I still

strong like the maple, weather the storms and continue to

have significant nerve pain and take medication for it so I

look forward to a future of continued growth and a full

can function and sleep. I spoke to a fellow GBS survivor at

life.

the recent 2019 National Conference in Canada, who gave
me hope, indicating that she was able to ditch the

Jocelyn Gallagher

medication at three years. I spoke to others along the way

Halton Hills Liaison

who indicated that strength, endurance and subtle change
in balance and coordination have been experienced well
after the two-year mark. I have hope. Like the leaves the

1.

fall away from the tree, I am learning to let go of my
version of my former self, at least for now. I am not alpine
skiing yet and I loved my favourite sport and whizzing
down the slopes. I have tried ice skating, but muscle

2.

Sivadasan, L., & Narayanan, A. (2016). Factors of resilience among
physically disabled: An interpretative phenomenological analysis. Indian
Journal of Positive Psychology, 7(1), 113–118.
Jones, K. F., Dorsett, P., Simpson, G., & Briggs, L. (2018). Moving forward
on the journey: Spirituality and family resilience after spinal cord
injury. Rehabilitation Psychology, 63(4), 521–531.

strength and

**Still Recruiting – Advance CIDP 1**
New Study to investigate a potential new medication for CIDP
https://www.gbscidp.ca/research/
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Announcing!

Thank you for thinking about us. We appreciate
your support during the season of giving!
For donations
https://www.canadahelps.org/en/charities/gbsc
idp-foundation-of-canada/

Fall 2020
Upcoming Support Group Meetings
More details: www.gbscidp.ca and on the
Facebook page ‘GBS / CIDP Foundation of Canada’
Tuesday, Jan 21, 2020

Sunday, Mar 1, 2020 2-4pm

Other locales in planning stages:

Central Alberta (TBA)

Toronto, ON

London

Organizer: Roger 7-9pm

Organizer: Jane

Montreal

Sunday, Jan 26, 2020

Saturday, Mar 8, 2020 2-4pm

Winnipeg

Vaughan, ON

Burlington, ON

Victoria

Organizer: Duncan and Marilyn

Vancouver

2-4pm

Organizer: Fernando

Saturday, Feb 22, 2020 1-3pm
Whitby, ON

Organizer: Donna and Nancy

For anyone wanting to RSVP, send an email with your name and the meeting you are
attending to info@gbscidp.ca. For those that would like to request a Support Group
meeting in their area or learn how to hold one please contact kbrooks@gbscidp.ca
Disclaimer
Information presented in the GBS/CIDP Foundation of Canada newsletter is intended for general educational purposes only, and should not
be construed as advising on diagnosis or treatment of Guillain-Barré syndrome, Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyneuropathy, or
any other medical condition.

